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hes dreaming of being a big time criminal, its more of a nice dream but these days it might become a reality. the
movie follows the story of a young man who is a wanted criminal and who dreams of making a heist. robert de niro

plays the role of the mentor to this young delinquent and tries to keep him away from the dangerous underworld. but
its the backdrop of the picture which is the real star. the picture offers a glimpse of the illegal activities happening in
the underbelly of new york city. watch the trailer here the great thing about david finchers (zodiac, fight club) gone
girl is that it has absolutely nailed the tense and suspenseful mystery genre. the movie revolves around a missing
person case. the film has crafted an interesting plotline where it plays with our emotions as much as our mental

capacities. ben affleck and rosamund pike are the leads and they put up a wonderful performance. it is a sure shot
way to unwind your nerves and relax after a stressful day. watch the trailer here a lot of people think that the song
jingle bells is just a simple song. but this is not the case at all. there is a lot more to this musical piece than meets

the eye. the movie revolves around a small girl who has a very special bond with the popular christmas song. but on
christmas day, she discovers that she is not the only one who holds a special relationship with this song. thus, begins
a journey that changes their lives forever. what you will experience in the movie will leave you in awe. the movie is a

must watch. watch the trailer here
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the list goes on! in case you want to watch
these movies on netflix, you are at the right

place. if you have already watched these
heist movies on netflix, then why not share
your experiences with us in the comments
below. and don’t forget to like our page on
facebook or follow us on twitter to get more
movie reviews. let’s watch the heist movies
together! described by a television critic as
a “funny, edge-of-your-seat adventure,” the
league of extraordinary gentlemen comes
from the pages of a comic book. the story
follows the legendary characters of british
author j.m. de la tour (patrick wilson), dr.
jekyll (malcolm mcdowell), and captain

nemo (sean connery). together, they band
together to fight for the right to compete in
the race for the anti-christ. featuring some
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of the most famous actors to ever appear
on television, the league of extraordinary

gentlemen is a must-watch for all lovers of
heist movies and fantasy. watch the trailer
here imdb: 8.0 starring in “deadpool,” ryan
reynolds portrayed a character who was a
mutant with “savage” fighting skills. while

there are a lot of people who love the movie
based on the comedy, the character has

been a huge hit. deadpool has been praised
for its notable acting, incredible plot, and
excellent humor. the funny foursome of
deadpool, colossus, negasonic teenage

warhead, and gambit have become popular
figures in heist movies and deadpool is a
must-watch for fans of heist movies and
fantasy. watch the trailer here imdb: 8.3
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